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5 of 5 review helpful A little bit of hope can help you forge through life with a strength greater than you ever imagined 
By Grady Harp Chicago author D D Marx having graduated with a degree in Communication from the University of 
Dayton as well as participating in the Second City program in Chicago makes a sparkling debut with a contemporary 
romance that falls into that very popular category of chick lit a respect When Olivia gets news of her best friend Dan 
rsquo s fatal car accident her entire life is upended Shattered with grief and struggling to find any meaning or purpose 
to life she trudges along with a gaping void in her heart Finally when her frustration reaches its peak Olivia decides to 
trust Dan rsquo s eternal friendship That trust allows him to break through to her from the beyond and Dan guides 
Olivia through the twists and turns of her life into something Beyond Believing is a contemporary fiction novel written 
by D D Marx It follows the lives of Olivia Henry and Finn McDaniels as they come of age and become adults Olivia 
was in the fifth grade when her parents announced that the family was moving from Cher 
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